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LTM  VS.  ANALYTICAL   
LENS MODELING

THE EFFECT ON MASS, SHEAR AND 
 MAGNIFICATION MAPS (AND ON THE HIGH-Z 

 LUMINOSITY FUNCTION)	




Motivation:

✤ Learn what are the differences between different lens modeling 
techniques and effect on results (mass, magnification, etc.) and 
high-z objects!

✤ HFF: >5 different models per cluster, parametric and non-
parametric (see also many YaleHFF talks)!

✤ HFF: comparison with simulations (see also many YaleHFF talks)!

✤ CLASH FRONT: exploit larger sample (25 clusters) with two 
most common parameterizations to check for systematics (Z14)



Background:

✤ How do we model a cluster?!

✤ Non-parametrically vs. parametrically!

✤ Parametrically: Analytic versus LTM
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How to model a cluster?
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First approach 

! Non-parametric, �mathematical� – no 
assumptions made – solution is directly 
inferred from the multiple images 
multiple-images" deflection field" mass dist 

! Very expensive in terms of computer time 
! Low resolution output 
! Hardly any predictive power to find new 

multiple images 
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Second approach 
! Parametric, physical parameterization. 
! Relies on physical assumptions, 

parameterizations of the galaxies & DM. 
Mass " def. field "calibrate by multiple images  
! Less parameters " less flexible, but more 

predictive power if assumptions are reasonable 
! Also here multiple images are used to constrain 

these parameters (iteratively) 
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Typical parametric methods 

! Representation of the galaxies (exact form not 
crucial on large scale) – mostly PIEMDs 
scaled by the light 

! Representation of the DM as (at least one) 
symmetric halo, analytical (e.g. e/g/NFW, 
PIEMD) 

! Combine the components 
! Well behaved 
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El Gordo z=0.87 

Zitrin+2013 

See also 
Lenstool, GLEE, 

and more 
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Analytical

Many examples!
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Our LTM method 
           Broadhurst et al. 2005, Zitrin et al. 2009 

 

  In short: Excels in finding physically multiple images 



Broadhurst+ 2005 A1689  
unprecedented number of	


multiple images >160
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 LTM: Hows 

! By simply looking at the stars, ie model the 
cluster members as ~power-law mass 
distributions, scaled by their light: 
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! Smooth the resulting mass dist. to obtain the 
(LTM) DM component: 

LTM: Hows 
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LTM: Hows 

! Add the two for a well-guessed initial model: 

! Add external shear for flex./elong. of CC 
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Zitrin+ & Liesenborgs+  

2010, MNRAS, 408, 1916 

Mult. images previously 
known 
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Used to find images and analyze many 
clusters 

Zitrin+ 2009, MNRAS, 396, 1985  

Zitrin+ 2011, MNRAS, 410, 1939 

 

Zitrin + 2011,  MNRAS,  
413, 1753   



LTM versus Analytical Modeling:

✤ One adopts LTM for both galaxies and DM, other for galaxies only 
(DM analytical)!

✤ First excels in finding multiple-images, other more accurate and well-
behaved, usually!

✤ Important: LTM has no intrinsic ellipticity other than main galaxies 
(only ex. shear), Analytical has intrinsic ellipticity!

✤ Galaxies truncated in one, not in other!

✤ Important note: two differences are implementation dependent 
(ellipticity, truncation), can be overcome if wanted to



Goal: compare both methods on 
CLASH sample (Zitrin+ 2014)

A383 (0.189) A209  (0.209) A2261 (0.224) A611 (0.288) 

MACS0329 (0.450) 

MACS1115 (0.353) 

MACS0744 (0.686) MACS0717 (0.548) MACS0647 (0.591) 

MACS0416 (0.396) 

MACS1149 (0.544) 

MACS1206 (0.440) 

MACS1720 (0.391) MACS1931 (0.352) 

MACS2129 (0.570) 

MS2137 (0.315) 

RXJ1347 (0.451) 

RXJ1532 (0.363) 

RXJ2129 (0.234) 

RXJ2248 (0.348) 

MACS1423 (0.545) 

MACS0429 (0.399) MACS1311 (0.494) 

A1423  (0.214) 

CLJ1226 (0.890) 

The CLASH (HST) Gallery 

The final HST observation for CLASH was on 9-July-2013 … 963 days, 15 hrs, 31 min after first obs.  



Analysis and Results: (Zitrin+ 2014)
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Analysis and Results: (Zitrin+ 2014)



Analysis and Results:

Critical curves, multiple  
images, shear Zitrin+ 2014



Analysis and Results: (Zitrin+ 2014)



Analysis and Results: (Zitrin+ 2014)



Analysis and Results: (Zitrin+ 2014)

Mass profiles (M<2D)  
from the two methods

Stacked  
Profile

LTM Sys. 
shallower



Findings and conclusions:

✤ Kappa values on average differ by ~40% [0.14,0.65]  
 
 
 

✤ Magnification values differ by ~20% [0.08,0.44]
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Findings and 
conclusions:
✤ Difference in magnification 

decreases with radius, and with 
magnification value (~10-20% 
far from curves)!

✤ Difference in kappa minimal at 
kappa~1 (~10%) and at ~0.5R_E, 
and increases with radius!

✤ Difference in Shear /Reduced 
very small (<10%) between the 
two models (especially at 
R>R_E)



Findings and conclusions:

User dependence also a major factor!!

A2744



Summary: (take home points)
✤ Important to examine systematics between different methods!

✤ Lensing (S+W) cannot realistically distinguish between intrinsically elliptical mass 
distribution and external shear; clusters too complex? data to noisy? (will need to exploit 
additional information)!

✤ This introduces underlying large differences in kappa (~40%), but not so much in 
magnification, or averaged kappa properties such as enclosed mass, profiles, etc. (~20%). For 
Trends in values and radius see Zitrin+14.!

✤ Analytical method usually more accurate, well behaved, statistically preferred!

✤ LTM: simple, fits any size/complex lens, unprecedented prediction power!

✤ Future tests to think about: relative magnifications, SNe Ia, simulations, models with both 
external shear and ellipticity, velocity dispersions (Anna’s talk), LSS and correlated 
structures effects, correlations of ellipticities, more multiple images in HFF, Contribution of 
WL and extrapolation beyond the SL regime, etc.



Thank you! 


